[Prescriptions in psychiatric emergencies].
The two missions of an emergency psychiatric intervention are firstly diagnostic, and then if possible, therapeutic. The therapeutic aims are thus dominated by two potential cases, one not exclusive of the other: hospitalisation and/or the obtainment of anxiolysis, if not sedation. In a psychiatric emergency, everything comes together in such a way that can induce serious errors, in terms of prescription, for the outcome for the patient: 1) not to appreciate the situation of the crisis, and above all, 2) to "over-estimate" the intensity of the problems, in confusing the gravity of the clinical picture with the intensity of the psychomotor agitation. A sedative and anxiolytic molecule proves to be necessary when faced with a patient in whom the agitation doesn't settle, who remains threatening and oppositional, or in whom the anxious character of the life-like delirium is manifest. Physical containment may be necessary and is then considered a prescribed therapeutic act that necessitates the surveillance of the subject. Therapeutic prescriptions are led by two cases which are not reciprocally exclusive non exclusive.